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ABSTRACT

The fish collected by the Bureau of Commercial Fisbeiies' M/V Cisco from Saginaw

Bay in 1956 yielded no new species records but provided many new locality rectudt within

the Bay. The collections included representatives of 47 species; 74 species are known to

occur in the Bay.

Records from trawling in June -October provided information on seasonal distributl(»

and movements of alewives, smelt, and yellow perch. Young (O group) alewlves were

first taken in shallow water (2-7 1/2 fathoms) in September and were extremely plentiful

in October; small catches were made in deep water (8-25 fathoms) in October. Older

alewives were most plentiful in the shallow water of the inner part of the Bay in August.

Few were taken at any depth in other months.

Young-of -the -year smelt were first taken in July and were subsequently plentiful in

shallow water; good catches were made in deep water in October. Older smelt were

abundant in shallow areas in June and October but scarce in other months; good deep-

water catches were taken in August.

The only substantial catch of O -group yellow perch was made in the shallow water

of the inner part of the Bay in October. Larger perch were cau^t in hi^ly variable,

but usually substantial numbers in shallow water in all months of fishing; moderate num-

bers were caught in deep water in August, and the largest catches at any time or depth

were in deep water in October.



DISTRIBUTION AND SEASONAL MOVEMENTS OF SAGINAW BAY FISHES

INTRODUCTION

The reseaicb vessel Cisco, Bureau of Commer -

cial Fisheries, was used for experimental fishing in

Saginaw Bay and the adjacent waters of southern

Lake Huron in the summer and fall (June 3 -Novem-

ber 27) of 1956. Most fish were taken by trawls and

gill nets from depths greater than 10 feet, but collec-

tions were supplemented by samples from inshwe

seining at depths less than 3 feet. Distribution rec-

ords previous to this investigation were very scanty

for areas other than the shallow, inshore water of the

Bay.

The collections of many species were too scat -

tered and infrequent to allow positive statements on

distribution and seasonal movement. Collections of

other species were sufficient, however, to provide

general infcsmation on local differences and season-

al changes of abundance.

This paper is confined to fish caught in Saginaw

Bay, defined here as the water southwestward of a

line extending from Au Sable Point to Point aux

Barques (fig. 1). Another line from Point Lookout

(northwest shore) through Charity Island to Oak Point

(southeast shore) was chosen to divide the "inner bay"

from "outer bay. " The outer bay was further divided

into shallow (out to 7 1/2 fathoms) and deep (8-25

fathoms) areas. Conditions in the inner bay and shal-

low areas of the outer bay are similar to those com -

monly found in inland lakes, whereas conditions in

the deeper outer bay approach those of the open waters

of Lake Huron.

Common names of fish are used throu^out the

text except for several species of the genus Coregonus

for which only specific names are used. Both com-

mon and scientific names are listed for each species

in tables 2 and 3.

COLLECTION OF MATERIALS AND DATA

Most trawling was carried out in daylight, but

some night trawling was conducted each cruise. The

trawling speed of the Cisco was approximately 3 m. p. h.

It varied slightly, depending upon the influence of

winds and currents. Trawls usually were towed for 10

minutes. Some tows were cut short because of obsta-

cles,and a few longer tows were made to determine

the variation of catch with time; the total time range

was 3 to 30 minutes. All trawling data recorded in

this paper were from tows made on the bottom along

the contour. Occasionally the tiawl did not operate

properly or was snagged and torn. Data from these

tows and from midwater tows were not included in the

quantitative records. Of the three types of trawls fished,

the most successhil and frequently used was trawl No.

2 (table 1).

Experimental nylon gill nets were set on the bot -

torn at various depths and obliquely from the surface

to the bottom. The gangs of giU nets set on the bot-

tom included 250 feet each of 2 1/4-, 2 1/2 -, 2 3/4-,

3-, and 4 -inch mesh, extension measure; these nets

were 6 feet deep. During Cruise 9 (November 18-21),

100 feet of 2 -inch mesh and 50 feet each of 1 - and

1 1/2 -inch mesh were added to the original gang. At

Station 11 separate gangs of 2 1/2- and 3 1/2-inch

mesh were set obliquely at 13 fathoms (two 250 -foot

nets of each mesh). Nylon bull nets --2 1/2 -inch

mesh, 120 meshes deep, and 300 feet long --were set

on the bottom (November 19) and susi>ended 1 fath-

om below the surface (June 26).

Seining was conducted at 10 inshore stations

(fig. 1). All seine hauls were made during daylight

with a 1/2 -inch -mesh seine (without bag) 30 feet

long and 3 feet deep. The hauls were from 50 to 300

feet per drag in water up to 3 feet deep.

Most fish were identified in the field. The iden-

tity of questionable specimens was verified later in

the laboratory. At least one representative from each

species is preserved in the Bureau 's collection.

Trawls, seines, and nylon gill nets (both shoal

gill nets and bull nets) were used for collecting fish.

Station locations, except for seining, were plotted

with the aid of radar, and water depth was recorded

by an echo-sounder. \l

y See Moffen (1954) for desaiption of Cisco

equipmeat.

Distribution records in this survey are based up-

on 10 trawling, 6 gill netting, and 10 seining sta-

tions (fig. 1). Five locations were utilized as both

trawling and gill netting stations. Most trawling and

gill netting stations were visited periodically from

June through November (see appendix table 1). All



Statute Miles

Figure 1. - -Map of Saginaw Bay showing locations and type of fishing at each fishing

station. Dotted lines show the lakeward limit of the Bay and the division

between the inner and outer bay. Contours are in fathoms. Gill net

stations are represented by squares, trawl stations by circles, and seine

stations by triangles. See appendix table 1 lot dates the various gears

were fished.



Table 1. - -Degcription of uawls uied In Saginaw Bay

Trawl



in the 1956 Cisco survey and provides additional rec-

ords on general geographic distribution (occurrence

in inner bay and outer bay) for 13 other species.

Three species, not listed in either table 2 or table 3,

are also known to inhabit, or to have inhabited, the

bay. Past commercial catch records show that lake

trout (Salvelinus namaycush) and round whitefish

(Prosopium cyllndraceum) were both taken in Sagi-

naw Bay. Specimens of the sea lamprey
(
Petromy-

zon marinns), a predator of considerable consequence,

are present in the Bureau's collection from earlier

studies. These various distribution records from the

Cisco survey, past Bureau collections, the Museum
of Zoology, and commercial catch statistics contri-

bute a total of 74 known species for Saginaw Bay.

SEASONAL MOVEMENTS

Alewives

The older alewives were numerous only during

spawning which took place in the inner bay in late

July (gill net records) and early August (308 per trawl

tow; table 4). Adults were captured only infrequently

after this time in all areas.

Approximately 97 percent of the alewives taken

by trawling during the season were young-of-the-year.

They were the most abundant species in the inner bay

during October (2, 549 per tow) and shallow area (2-

7 1/2 fathoms) of the outer bay in September and Oc-

tober (328 and 2, 847 per tow, respectively). The ale-

wife (both O group and older) was scarce in the deeper

portions (8-25 fathoms) of the outer bay in August (6

j)er tow) and October (103 per tow).

Experimental trawling, supplemented by gill

net fishing, has furnished a few clues to the season-

al movements of the more abundant species of Sagi-

naw Bay. Althou^ samples are scattered and infre-

quent for some areas and lacking for most of the

year in others, certain trends are evident. The most

useful information comes from the trawling records.

Five trawling stations were located in the outer

bay and five in the inner bay (fig. 1). In order to min-

imize gear bias, calculations of relative abundance

for the three areas - -inner bay and shallow and deep

waters of the outer bay --were based entirely on fish

taken in trawl No. 2 (table 1) in each month except

June (see footnote to table 4). All catches are given

in terms of the number of each species taken in 10

minutes, the usual trawling time; the actual catches

of tows shorter or longer than 10 minutes were ad-

justed accordingly.

The older smelt were dominant in the shallow

inner bay during July (955 per tow), but were not

abundant in the same area in August and October (42

and 17 per tow). Most of them apparently moved to

the cooler, deeper water of the outer bay (and the

open lake) when temp>eratures of inshore areas reached

15°-17° C. (59°-63° F.), for the smelt was the most

numerous species in this area in August (471 per tow).

October trawling revealed the return of older smelt

to the shallow portion of the outer bay (937 per tow)

but did not take them in the deeper area.

The O -group smelt were numerous from July to

October in all areas of the bay except the deeper part

of outer bay in August. Temperature change appears

to be decidedly less influential in the distribution of

young smelt than for the adults.

Nylon gill nets set on the bottom at various lo-

cations were helpful in determining distribution and

species composition of the larger fish in the popu-

lation and provided samples in certain areas where

the bottom is not suitable for trawling. Many of the

larger fish that elude trawls axe vulnerable to giU nets;

thus the combination of both fishing methods in some

areas offered a more representative sample than could

be taken by either gear alone. Unfortunately, this

combination of fishing methods on the same date and

location was not possible in most areas (appendix

table 1). The contribution of additional data from

gill net catches was most valuable for adult alewives,

chubs, lake bening, walleyes, and white suckers.

Yellow Perch

Yellow perch of age -group I and older were

caught in all areas throughout the season. They were

most abundant in August in the inner bay (962 per

tow) and in the deep outer bay in October (1, 017 per

tow). They were least plentiful in the shallow outer

bay in October (17 per tow).

Young-of -the -year yellow perch were taken only

in the inner bay. They inhabited very shallow inshore

areas during the summer (seining records) and were

numerous in the trawl catches in the inner bay in Oc-

tober (350 per tow).

4
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Table 3. --Additional distribution records of fish inhabiting Saginaw Bay from the

collection of the Division of Fishes, Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan

[A plus sign indicates that the species was collected in that area only; a double plus sign shows

the species was collected in an area other than that recorded by the Cisco (table 2); a triple

plus sign indicates that the species is represented in the museum and was also recorded by the

Cisco for that area; absence of a symbol indicates no specimens recorded from that area]

Scientific name



Table 3. --Continued
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Only 0. 1 percent (inner bay) to 1. 2 percent

(deep outer bay) of all yellow perch taken by trawl-

ing had attained the minimum legal length required

in the commercial fishery (8 1/2 inches). El-Zarka

(1959) reported a seasonal change in the percentage

of legal -sized perch taken in trap nets near Bay Port

in the inner bay in 1955: "On April 18 this percent-

age [of legal fish] was 35. 6, but fishermen did not

benefit from the relatively high value because fish-

ing for perch is not allowed at that time (closed sea-

son, April 15-May 10). The proportion of legal-

sized perch subsequently fell to barely 2 percent on

May 18 and June 7 and less than 2 percent on June 22.

In the fall (October 9) the percentage increased again

to 20. 0. " El-Zarka attributed this October increase

to the presence of a large percentage of females,

which grow faster than males.

Other Species

Chubs (Coregenus spp. ) caught in Saginaw Bay

were taken almost exclusively by gill nets in the

deep outer bay. Due to the limited numbers cap-

tured, details on the findings are not offered here.

Lake herring were not concentrated until the

spawning run in mid -November. A gill net lifted

from the bottom north of Sand Point (Station 5) on

November 19 caught 1, 790 lake herring weighing

958 pounds. At the same time and location, a sin-

gle bull net set on the bottom contained 1, 632 weigh-

ing 804 pounds. Some of the lake herring were ripe,

but none were spent. The same type of gill nets

(bull net not fished) lifted the following day off Fish

Point (Station 1) caught only 30 lake herring.
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No concentrations of walleyes were located.

Fifty -eight walleyes were taken during the season

from five outer -bay stations; 19 of them were tagged

(Petersen tags) and released. Two tags have been

recovered. One was from a fish released near Char -

ity Island on August 7 and recovered a few miles

away on September 15 by a commercial fisherman.

The second tag was recovered March 31, 1957,

near Port Clinton, Ohio, in western Lake Erie from

a walleye released November 2, 1956, at Station 9.

White suckers Inhabited shallow water (7 1/2

fathoms and less) during the period of this investi-

gation with one exception on August 29, when 36

were taken at 13 fathoms (Station 11) in gill nets.
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Appendix table 1. --Dates, locations, and deftths of experimental fishing in Saginaw Bay, 1956

[Table includes only the lifts pertinent to this report]

Cisco

station

number

Depth

(fathoms)

Trawl GUI nets

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Set on

bottom

Set

obliquely

Bull

net

Seine

116

115

111

104

109

110

108

103

106

105

101

3-4

3-3.5

2-4.5

2.5,4-5

4,6.5

3-3.5

3.5

3.5-4

3-4

1/ 4

3,5,7.5

4

3.5

3. 5-4, 11

3.8-4

3.5-3.8

6-8

10-10.5

6.5-8

6.5-7,10,11

7.9-10

4-4.5

3

4.5-5

2.5,5,10.5

3.5-4

0-13

0-13

2/

0-13

0-13

June 30

June 28

July 17

Oct. 14 I

Aug. 11

July 19

July 21

July 19

Aug. 7

Oct

Nov

Aug

Sept

Oct

Oct

i
Nov. 4

Nov. 19

July 20

Nov. 1

Nov. 19

July 18

Nov. 15

Aug. 7

Aug. 17

Oct. 10

July 19

Nov.

June 9

June 26

July 16

Aug. 16

June

19

26

(Continued
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Appendix table 1. --Continued

1/ Set on the bottom.

2/ Suspended at 1 fathom in water 13 feet deep.

Assigned
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